A supervised classification scheme for analyzing microarray expression data, based on the k-nearest-neighbor method coupled to noise-reduction filters, has been used to find genes involved in the osteogenic pathway of the mouse C2C12 cell line studied here as a model for in vivo osteogenesis. The scheme uses as input a training set embodying expert biological knowledge, and provides internal estimates of its own misclassification errors, which furthermore enables systematic optimization of the classifier parameters. On the basis of the C2C12-generated expression data set with 34,130 expression profiles across 2 time courses, each comprised of 6 points, and a training set containing known members of the osteogenic, myoblastic, and adipocytic pathways, 176 new genes in addition to 28 originally in the training set are selected as relevant to osteogenesis. For this selection, the estimated sensitivity is 42% and the posterior false-positive rate (fraction of candidates that are spurious) is 12%. The corresponding sensitivity and false-positive rate for detection of myoblastic genes are 9% and 31%, respectively, and only 4% and ∼100%, respectively, for adipocytic genes, in accordance with an experimental design that predominantly stimulated the osteogenic pathway. Validation of this selection is provided by examining expression of the genes in an independent biological assay involving mouse calvaria (skull bone) primary cell cultures, in which a large fraction of the 176 genes are seen to be strongly regulated, as well as by case-by-case analysis of the genes on the basis of expert domain knowledge. The methodology should be generalizable to any situation in which enough a priori biological knowledge exists to define a training set.
[Online supplementary material available at www.genome.org]
In recent years, much use has been made of clustering methods in the analysis of some of the large gene expression data sets generated by microarrays (Eisen et al. 1998; Wen et al. 1998; Alon et al. 1999; Ben-Dor et al. 1999; Tamayo et al. 1999; Alizadeh et al. 2000; Ross et al. 2000) . Such unsupervised methods of data organization are very well suited to situations in which there is little a priori knowledge regarding the expected behavior of gene expression in the given biological system. However, clustering methods also suffer from the fact that they are in part qualitative exploratory tools, ideally suited for visualization, but not as well adapted for precisely defining class boundaries between groups of genes, nor for estimating error rates in classification.
In this study, we present an alternative approach for classifying genes based on a well-known supervised learning method, the so-called k-nearest-neighbor (kNN) method (Duda and Hart 1973; Fukunaga 1990 ). This method is applied to finding genes in the differentiation pathways of a wellcharacterized system, the pluripotent mouse C2C12 cell line (Katagiri 1994) , with a focus on the genes involved in the osteogenic pathway. The premise of the method is that one first constructs a training set. This training set is a collection of genes that is a subset of the data set under investigation, and for which precise class memberships can be assigned. The definition and choice of the training set classes is determined by the biological context and by the types of questions being asked of the data; in the present case, each class represents a different differentiation pathway. Once the training set has been defined, the remaining genes in the data set can be classified, that is, assigned to one of the classes in the training set. In the kNN method, this is done by a voting scheme in which the class memberships of the k-nearest-neighbors in an expression space to a given gene are used to establish its assigned classification. The nearest neighbors are picked only from the training set, and k is a fixed parameter, typically in the range from 1 to 10 (for the final classification results presented here, k = 2 was found to be optimal).
The classifier used here has been called GENNC (gene expression nearest neighbor classifier). The implementation of GENNC departs from a simple application of the kNN method in that it also includes two important filtering steps that suppress noisy data, and which precede the kNN classification proper.
Because it incorporates some measure of the truth beforehand, in the form of the training set, GENNC has the desirable feature that allows one to estimate its error rates. As a consequence, optimization of the classifier parameters is possible, and in particular, one can maximize sensitivity at a given, fixed level of selectivity. This state of affairs removes much of the arbitrariness that is often present when one is selecting genes using unsupervised methods, although one should re-main aware that the results are critically dependent on the quality and relevance of the training set.
Below, we first present the GENNC classifier applied to finding genes in the osteogenic differentiation pathway of the mouse C2C12 cell line, a pathway of direct relevance to disease processes such as osteoporosis. Starting from a data set of 34,130 expression profiles, and by use of an optimized set of classifier parameters, GENNC classifies 176 genes into the C2C12 bone pathway. Biological validation of this selection is then provided by analyzing expression in an independent biological assay consisting of a primary cell culture derived from mouse calvaria (skull bone) tissue.
Related Work
Supervised learning schemes have been applied only relatively recently to the analysis of gene expression. These include the work of Golub et al. (1999) , the SPLASH algorithm (Califano et al. 2000) , and classification by so-called support vector machines (Brown et al. 2000) . The algorithms described by Golub or in connection with SPLASH have been used for a somewhat different task than the one considered here, that of classifying and predicting cell types rather than genes. Furthermore, whereas the support vector machines have been used, as has been GENNC, for the classification of genes, the problems considered are different; for instance, the classification of Saccharomyces Cerevisiae genes into five broad functional classes. Because of these differences, a direct comparison of the methods is not straightforward, and was not attempted here, where, instead, we focused on a selfcontained presentation.
Biological System and Experiment Design
In vivo, undifferentiated mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) have the ability to differentiate into chondrocytes, myocytes, adipocytes, and osteoblasts (Taylor and Jones 1979; Grigoriadis et al. 1988; Yamaguchi and Kahn 1991; for review, see Triffitt 1996; Karsenty 1999) , and thus represent a valuable model for the study of gene regulation associated with these mutually exclusive differentiation pathways. In particular, several members of the transforming growth factor-␤ (TGF-␤) superfamily have been shown to play regulatory roles in osteoblast differentiation and maturation. Thus, bone morphogenic protein 2 (BMP-2) was initially characterized by its ability to induce new bone formation when implanted into muscular tissues. In vitro, BMP-2 has been reported to stimulate osteoblastic maturation and has the ability to induce or accelerate the appearance of osteoblastic markers in both undifferentiated nonosteogenic cells and committed osteoblast precursors (Groeneveld and Burger 2000) .
In the study presented here, we used the GENNC classifier on a specific in vitro system, the well-characterized mouse C2C12 cell line, which captures important aspects of the general MSC differentiation program outlined above. The mouse C2C12 cells are an established progenitor cell line that was initially derived from parental C2 myoblasts isolated from regenerating muscle of adult mouse (Yaffe and Saxel 1977; Blau 1983 ). Exposure of these pluripotent cells to a lowmitogen medium (2%-5% serum conditions) induces a program of muscle differentiation coupled with terminal withdrawal from the cell cycle and fusion of cells in multinucleate myotubes (Halevy et al. 1995) . On the other hand, treatment of the C2C12 cells with recombinant BMP-2 blocks myotube formation and induces osteogenic differentiation instead (Katagiri 1994) . Exposure of C2C12 cells to long-chain fatty acids or thiazolidinediones also blocks myotube formation, but now leads to the expression of a typical adipocytic differentiation program (Teboul et al. 1995; Grimaldi et al. 1997 ). Finally, treatment by TGF-␤1 shares with the BMP-2 treatment the ability to repress the myoblastic pathway, but fails to induce osteoblastic differentiation (Katagiri 1994) , and thus maintains the C2C12 cells in a undifferentiated state.
The present experimental study focused on the osteogenic pathway of the C2C12 cell line, and thus explored only a subset of the possible differentiation events described above. C2C12 cells were grown for 4 d under three distinct medium conditions (see Methods) as follows BMP-2 (1 µg/mL), TGF-␤1 (2.5 ng/mL), and an all-solvent control (HCl 10 mM), these assays promoting either joint osteoblastic induction and myoblastic repression (under BMP-2), or pure myoblastic repression (under TGF-␤1). Total RNA samples were obtained at six time points (4 h, 8 h, 1 d, 2 d, 3 d, and 4 d) under each treatment, and the resulting cRNA samples were then hybridized to the Affymetrix 35K murine chip set. For each Affymetrix qualifier (a "qualifier" refers to the set of features which together measure the abundance of transcripts containing a given RNA sequence), ratios for expression in each of the treated samples relative to the solvent control were computed. The assembly of the expression data (see Methods) resulted, on a qualifier-by-qualifier basis, in 34,130 expression profiles, each consisting of 12 points (6 points for the BMP-2 time course, 6 points for the TGF␤1 time course) with the treated-to-solvent-sample expression ratios given at each point.
RESULTS

Construction of the Training Set
To analyze the C2C12 expression data using GENNC, a training set containing genes from all three potential C2C12 differentiation pathways (osteoblastic, myoblastic, and adipocytic), as well as classes of genes defining negative controls, was constructed. The training set contained 481 qualifiers mapping into 241 distinct genes, and subdivided into 5 classes labeled Bone, Muscle, Adipocyte, Tubulin, and Hsp (Supplementary  Table 1 , available as an online assignment at www.genome-.org). Each of the Bone, Muscle, and Adipocyte classes was meant to represent, at least partially, an entire pathway of differentiation into the corresponding cell type, whereas the Tubulin and Hsp embody negative controls.
The Bone class (Supplementary Table 1a , available as an online assignment at www.genome.org) contains 83 qualifiers mapping into 28 genes. The list contains genes for growth factors (BMP-2, BMP-4), gene regulatory proteins and transcription factors (Id, Id-2, Id-3, Osf2/Cbfa1, Hox-8), bonespecific collagens (Type I ␣1 and ␣2 chains, Type III ␣1 chain, and Type V ␣1 and ␣2 chains), cell-surface proteins (PTH/ PTHrP receptor, CD44), as well as for several extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins constitutive of bone. Note that the selection strives to provide coverage of the commitment and differentiation process from start to finish, and it is in this sense that the Bone class can be said to represent the entire pathway.
The Muscle class (Supplementary Table 1b , available as an online assignment at www.genome.org ) contains 121 qualifiers mapping into 32 genes chosen on the basis of their specificity to skeletal, cardiac, or smooth muscle. It includes multiple components of the motor proteins (myosin, tropo-myosin, and troponins T, I, and C), associated structural proteins (dystrophin, dystrobrevin, and DRP2), as well as transcription factors of the myogenic family (MyoD, myogenin, myf-5, herculin/myf-6, and MRF4) and proteins involved in metabolism (CAIII and creatine kinase).
The Adipocyte class (Supplementary Table 1c , available as an online assignment at www.genome.org) consists of 48 qualifiers mapping into 19 genes. These include receptors specific to adipocytes (RXR-␣, PPAR-␥, and leptin receptor), transcription factors (C/EBP ␣ and C/EBP ␦) as well as metabolic proteins (PEPCK and LPL) and ECM proteins (collagen VI).
The selection criteria for the Tubulin and Hsp (heat shock proteins) classes were looser and nonexhaustive, as the aim was chiefly to provide negative controls for the nearestneighbor classification scheme. A total of 110 qualifiers (53 genes) were selected for the Tubulin class and 122 qualifiers (84 genes) for the Hsp class, with the overall number adjusted to be roughly equal to the number of qualifiers present in the combined Bone, Muscle, and Adipocyte classes. Below, we refer to the training set members as markers of their corresponding classes. Qualifiers that are not in the training set are referred to as blank qualifiers.
2 Diagnostic and Filtering of the Data Set A first step in the analysis was to reduce the large number of profiles in the C2C12 time courses to a more manageable number by retaining only those with the most significant variation of expression in treated samples relative to the control samples. To do this, all profiles were ranked according to a 2 statistic defined as the sum of squares of the difference in expression between the treated and control samples, each term in the sum being divided by an estimate of the variance in the measurement at that point (Theilhaber et al. 2001 ; see equation 1, Methods). The statistic not only gives importance to profiles with a few, very large, and/or very small ratios, but also to profiles with more moderate but more persistent ratios not equal to 1. Although other filtering methods can be used, such as requiring expression ratios above a certain threshold at a certain number of points, an advantage of the 2 statistic over such pass-fail criteria is that it provides a continuous rather than binary ranking of all profiles.
2 Diagnostic
The continuous ranking provided by the 2 statistic can be used as a diagnostic for the global amount of regulation in each of the classes defined in the training set. For instance, Figure 1a shows the cumulative distribution of the 83 Bone markers relative to the 2 ranking of all 34,130 qualifiers in the data set. In the figure, the rank is indicated on the abcissa, with significance decreasing left to right, and the ordinate indicating the number of Bone markers that have rank lower than or equal to the rank indicated on the abcissa. The steep leftward rise of the cumulative distribution occurs because a large number of the Bone markers have highly regulated expression profiles. Thus, the over-representation of the Bone markers among the profiles with the greatest variation is such that 50% of the Bone markers (42 qualifiers) are found in the top 5.8% of the profiles in the ranked list (1995 qualifiers). This over-representation (enrichment) of markers can be quantified by a profile concentration C (Methods), which is equal to 0.5 divided by the population cumulative distribution function, computed at the sample median. For the Bone markers, C Bone = 0.5/0.058 = 8.6. The statistical significance of the distribution of Bone markers can be further quantified by assigning a P value P ks obtained by use of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Keeping 1995) against the reference distribution that would be obtained from a random sample of the population. For the data presented in Figure 1a , one finds P ks Bone = 2.9 ‫ן‬ 10
‫51מ‬
, a high level of significance confirming the visual impression of pronounced skewness (note that C and P ks are not redundant quantities, as one can have C ‫ف‬ 1 alongside P ks << 1).
The distribution of Muscle markers in the global 2 ranking (Fig. 1b) , with C Muscle = 1.1 only, is much less concentrated near the top than for the Bone markers. Nonetheless, the distribution is still significantly different from random, as quantified by P ks Muscle = 5.1 ‫ן‬ 10 ‫3מ‬ and as visible in the figure. Finally, the distribution of Adipocyte markers (figure not shown) is essentially uniform, with C Adipo = 1 and P ks Adipo = 0.78. The profile concentrations and P values P ks for the Bone, Muscle, and Adipocyte markers quantify the global responses along each of the three pathways of the C2C12 cell line subjected to the treatments with BMP-2 and TGF-␤1, and, hence, can be thought of as diagnostics for ascertaining whether or not significant response is occurring along a given pathway. Thus, the P values obtained above are consistent with the phenotype of the C2C12 premyoblasts, which can be induced into the osteoblastic pathway upon BMP-2 treatment (P ks
Bone
, P ks Muscle << 1), but do not spontaneously express the adipocytic phenotype (P ks Adipo ∼ 1).
Filtering of the Data
With profiles ranked according to the 2 statistic, one can proceed with data reduction through profile elimination, a step we will refer to as the 2 filter. Here, the first N 2 = 2500 qualifiers were selected from the ranked list, a number determined heuristically to insure that relative to the training set, about half of the Bone markers were retained. Overall, 109 markers are retained from the total of 484 initially present in the training set, leaving 2391 blank qualifiers to be classified. Note that 22% of the training set markers are retained by filtering the overall data set to 7.3% of its original size, resulting in a threefold relative enrich- 
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Genome Research 167 ment of the marker population. In filtering out the noisiest profiles, we are nonetheless also losing 78% of the training set; this is a necessary cost when dealing with microarray data, in which typical signal-to-noise ratios are low (for Affymetrix chips, the median signal-to-noise ratio is only about 3) (Theilhaber et al. 2001) . It should also be emphasized that the initial choice of N 2 is arbitrary, and is validated a posteriori by whether an acceptable error rate obtains in the nearestneighbor classification. A method for the systematic optimization of N 2 is discussed below, in which it is found that the original heuristic choice of 2500 is, in fact, very close to optimal.
Principal Component Analysis
The data set reduced to N 2 = 2500 qualifiers was then transformed by generating for each fold change, a new value R' = Sym(R), in which the Sym function equally emphasizes up-and down-regulation and is linear in R and 1/R as R → ϱ and R → 0, respectively (equation 4, Methods). Each profile was then normalized according to a standard procedure (Späth 1980) , by subtracting from each value the mean and by dividing by the standard deviation of all components in the profile. Further restricting the data set to just the 109 training set members present, a principal component analysis (PCA) was performed (Ripley 1996) . The profiles of the 44 Bone, 20 Muscle, and 5 Adipocyte markers present, projected onto the space defined by the first three principal components, are shown in Figure 2 , in which they are labeled red, blue, and yellow, respectively. Figure 2 shows that, notwithstanding a few exceptions, the markers of the different pathways are clearly segregated in expression space. The exceptions are col VI, an Adipocyte marker, which is positioned deep in the Bone cluster, and four Muscle markers (3 qualifiers for ␥-actin, labeled g, and one for creatine kinase, labeled C), which are positioned at the boundary of the Bone cluster. Note, that as would be expected, in most cases all qualifiers mapping into the same gene are very close to each other in expression space, reflecting the fact that they are measuring the abundance of a unique transcript. This is the case for the six osteopontin, the four alkaline phosphatase (ALP), the three myosin light chain (myosin L) qualifiers, and so on. On the other hand, the presence of a single qualifier for creatine kinase (c) deep in the Bone cluster and remote from the five other tightly grouped creatine kinase qualifiers, suggests an annotation error, or that perhaps the chip features are registering a spurious signal due to cross-hybridization. Conversely, the consistent positioning of the three ␥-actin qualifiers (g) at the border of the Bone cluster indicates that their location is not an artefact and their regulation is more Bone-like than Muscle-like (we did not attempt to manually edit out these apparently misclassified instances from the training set).
The connection between the representation afforded by Figure 2 and the actual expression profiles is made through Figure 3a , b, and c, which show the profiles superposed for each of the Bone, Muscle, and Adipocyte classes. Thus, the overall signature of the Bone markers is seen to be one of strong up-regulation during the time course with BMP-2 treatment (Fig. 3a) , that of the Muscle markers is strong downregulation during the same time course (Fig. 3b) , and for the Adipocyte markers (Fig. 3c) , moderate down-regulation during both BMP-2 and TGF-␤1 time courses. These observations are in agreement with the expected C2C12 phenotypic response to BMP-2 and TGF-␤1 treatments.
If, in addition, the positions of the 19 Tubulin and 21 Hsp markers present are imported into Figure 2 (Supplementary Fig. 1 , available as an on-line assignment at www.genome.org), it is found that these markers do not cluster with any of the classes examined previously, but rather uniformly fill the spaces between the clusters. This confirms their role as negative controls, delineating the regions of expression space bordering on the Bone, Muscle, or Adipocyte clusters.
The kNN Classification Method
The classification of the 2391 blank qualifiers in the reduced data set (N 2 = 2500) was accomplished by GENNC. The classification method embodied in GENNC is the so-called kNN method (Duda and Hart 1973; Fukunaga 1990; Ripley 1996) , which we have modified by preliminary noise-filtering steps. As with many other classifiers, the starting point is a data representation in an m-dimensional space of points (Duda and Hart 1973) , in which m is the number of values in each expression profile (m = 12 in the present case). This representation is obtained by mapping each profile into a single, m-dimensional point, whose coordinates are given by the values (intensities or expression ratios) defin- ing the original profile. Under this transformation, the distance between two profiles can then be defined precisely as the geometrical (Euclidean) distance between the two corresponding points in dimensions.
GENNC proceeds in three steps. The first step, the 2 filtering of the data, was already described above, and is fully specified by the parameter N 2, the number of ranked profiles to be passed by the filter. The second step, called correlation filtering, eliminates from further consideration all qualifiers that do not have significant correlation with any of the members of the training set, the goal being to exclude qualifiers that do not belong to any of the classes represented in the training set (Ripley 1996) , or for which the data is noisy and inconsistent. The third step, called assignment, which is applied to all the qualifiers that passed the first two steps, uses the kNN method proper for establishing classification.
The correlation filter is applied as follows. For each blank qualifier, the Pearson correlation coefficients between its profile, and the profiles of all of the markers in the training set are calculated, and the maximum r max is recorded. A P value is then assigned to the qualifier by performing a randomization test on r max (see Methods). Finally, the filter is implemented by excluding all qualifiers for which P > P 0 , in which the threshold P 0 is an adjustable parameter (the optimal choice of P 0 is discussed below). Note that all qualifiers excluded by either the 2 or by the correlation filter are assigned the default classification None.
Each qualifier that passes the filtering steps is then submitted to the assignment step, which uses the so-called voting form of the kNN method (Fukunaga 1990 ) to assign a classification. A fixed number k is chosen (typically in the range of from 1 to 10). For each qualifier, its k-nearest-neighbors in the Finding Genes in the C2C12 Osteogenic Pathway
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www.genome.org training set are then examined. The class that is most frequently represented among these k-nearest-neighbors is then assigned to the qualifier. In case of a tie between two or more classes, the qualifier is assigned the default classification None (in effect, it is not classified), a conservative assignment reducing the number of false positives potentially occurring at class boundaries in expression space.
It should be mentioned that whereas the temporal nature of the data is not explicitly taken into account by the kNN method (which depends only on a distance metric in which time ordering is irrelevant), temporal dependency is still implied, insofar as the training set members have characteristic expression profiles over time and induce classification of genes with similar expression profiles.
In Figure 4 , a-d, we illustrate in a three-dimensional representation the class assignments that obtain when the 2 -filtered data set (N 2 = 2500, 109 markers present) is classified with P 0 = 0.01 and k = 2. Note that whereas Figure 4 , a-d use the same three-dimensional representation as in Figure 2 , on the basis of a PCA restricted to the 109 training set markers, the actual classification is done in the full m = 12-dimensional expression space. For the given value of P 0 , only 896 blank qualifiers pass the correlation filter, the others being assigned the classification None and removed from further consideration. Figure 4a (identical to Fig. 2 , but without labels) shows the training set markers alone, composed of 44 Bone, 20 Muscle, and 5 Adipocyte markers, labeled red, blue, and yellow, respectively. Figure 4b shows the set of 201 new qualifiers (176 genes) that get assigned the class Bone, Figure 4c shows the 102 new qualifiers (85 genes) assigned the class Muscle, and finally, Figure 4d shows the 8 new qualifiers (8 genes) assigned the class Adipocyte. In addition, and not shown in the figures, are 109 new qualifiers (89 genes) assigned the class Tubulin (based on the 19 Tubulin markers), and 137 new qualifiers (126 genes) assigned the class Hsp (based on the 21 Hsp markers). Finally, for a total of 33,092 blank qualifiers, classification was not assigned (class None), either because the qualifier did not pass the filtering steps, or because a tied vote occurred during the assignment step. Note that the assignment of a large number of qualifiers to the three classes Tubulin, Hsp, and None results in a conservative clustering of the remaining assignments, Bone, Muscle, and Adipocyte, thereby reducing the number of false positives. Table 1 lists the breakdown of class assignments (an alternative representation of the classification process just described above, using a "heat map," is shown in Supplementary Fig. 2 , available as an online assignment at www.genome. org).
Optimization of Classifier Parameters
The method for optimizing the classifier parameters N 2, P 0 , and k is based on an analysis of the misclassification error rates as a function of these parameters. To estimate error rates, we combine two estimates, one accounting for misclassifications of qualifiers belonging to the classes present in the Overall classification results for the C2C12 data set with classifier parameters N 2 = 2500, P 0 = 0.01 and k = 2. For each class, the number of assigned qualifiers and the corresponding number of genes are indicated. S denotes the estimated sensitivity and FP u the estimated false-positive rate for the detection of the members of the indicated class. The initial data set contains 34,130 qualifiers, of which 481 are already in the training set. Of the remaining 33,649 unclassified qualifiers (total indicated at bottom of table), 557 (1.7%) are assigned by GENNC to one of the five classes Bone, Muscle, Adiopocyte, Tubulin or Hsp, with classification declined for the remaining 33,092 qualifiers (classification None).
Figure 4
The kNN classification process represented in PCA space, the input (colored) and output (grey) classes for Bone, Muscle, and Adipocyte, using the same principal component coordinates as in Fig. 2 . GENNC with parameters N 2 = 2500, P 0 = 0.01, and k = 2 was applied to the C2C12 data set. training set, and the other accounting for misclassification of qualifiers from other classes not explicitly represented in the training set.
To estimate the error arising from the classes present in the training set, we use the training set itself in an explicit leave-one-out cross-validation (LCV) (Ripley 1996) . By this method, one removes a single instance at a time from the training set, and then observes how it is classified by the remaining training set instances, thereby simulating the classification of independent test data with a training set of very nearly the same size as the original one. For a given class, we estimate the detection sensitivity S by the number, under LCV, of correctly classified instances of that class divided by the total number of instances in the class. We also estimate a posterior false-positive rate FP cv for the detection of a given class, with FP cv defined as the probability that an instance already classified, say, as Bone, is not actually in the Bone class; FP cv measures the contamination of a list of putative class members by false positives and is a direct measure of the quality of the (FP cv is equal to 1 minus the so-called "purity" of the candidate list (Cowan, 1998, p. 49) ; it has also been called the "false-discovery rate" (Tusher et al., 2001) ). We estimate FP cv for a given class by the fraction of all instances assigned under LCV to that class that actually belong to other classes in the training set.
The false-positive rate FP cv , on the basis of LCV alone, is an incomplete error estimate because it does not account for misclassification into the classes represented in the training set of qualifiers from (unknown) classes with no representatives in the training set (Ripley 1996) . For a given class, we estimated the effect of these qualifiers by introducing an additional contribution to the false-positive rate, proportional to the Correlation Filter threshold P 0 and to the total number of blank qualifiers (see Methods). The combination of this term with FP cv yields an upper bound, denoted by FP u , to the total false-positive rate.
We first conducted a systematic investigation of the dependence of S and FP u for Bone on the number of nearestneighbors, for k in the range of 1 to 10, and for fixed N 2 = 2500 and P 0 = 0.01 (an initial, heuristic choice). Although the sensitivity was approximately constant for all values of k (S ≈ 0.4), the false-positive rate was lowest for k = 2 (FP u = 0.12), and we fixed k = 2 in what follows (so that class assignments occur only when both nearest neighbors belong to the same class). The choice of N 2 could then be optimized to insure maximum sensitivity at the given level of selectivity. We thus investigated the variation of the sensitivity for a constant false-positive rate FP u = 0.12, maintained by continuously adjusting P 0 , whereas N 2 was allowed to vary. The dependence of the sensitivity on N 2 for the detection of Bone markers is shown in Figure 5 for the range 500 Յ N 2 Յ 10,000. The distinguishing feature of Figure 5 is that it has a maximum of S* = 0.44 at N* 2 = 2,000, which represents an optimal balance between the stringency of the two filtering steps and the accuracy of the nearest-neighbor classifier. The existence of the maximum in Figure 5 is a central result; it shows that it is possible to optimize the classifier parameters according to a quantitative criterion, and to estimate the classification error rates at that optimum.
Biological Cross-Validation of Assigned Genes
We focus on the selection of genes (Table 1) Table 1 also lists estimated sensitivities for the four other classes represented in the training set. The sensitivity and false-positive rate for detection of myoblastic genes are 0.09 and 0.31, respectively, for detection of Hsp genes 0.14 and 0.42, respectively, and the sensitivities for the detection of Adipocyte and Tubulin genes are very low, S = 0.04. These results are in accordance with the experiment design, which predominantly stimulated the osteogenic pathway. The fact that the optimal sensitivity for detecting osteogenic genes is still considerably less than 1 (less than one chance in two of detecting a known Bone marker), is a reflection of the cost of detecting genes against a noisy background while maintaining an acceptably low false-positive rate.
Although the error model and internal cross-validation procedures described above are guides for parameter optimization of the classifier, they are no substitute for biological cross-validation of the results. To that end, we examined expression data from a biological assay completely independent of the C2C12 cell line. Primary calvaria (skull bone) cells derived from 2-day-old mouse pups were extracted and cultured in differentiation medium for 21 d. RNA samples were prepared from cells harvested at day 0, 2, 7, 14, and 21 (T. Garcia, S. Roman-Roman, A. Jackson, J. Theilhaber, T. Connolly, S. Spinella-Jaegle, S. Kawai, B. Courtois, S. Bushnell, M. Auberval, et al., in prep.) . This widely studied experimental model (Rodan and Noda 1991) realizes, in a biologically more realistic setting, the osteoblast differentiation processes induced in the C2C12 myoblastic cell line by BMP-2. Thus, many of the genes classified on the basis of the C2C12 experiments as belonging to the Bone or Muscle pathways, should also be Figure 5 Dependence, for the detection of Bone qualifiers, of the sensitivity S on the 2 filtering step parameter N 2 (number of qualifiers passed after 2 ranking). For a given N 2, the reduced C2C12 data set is classified by GENNC with fixed k = 2, and with the Correlation Filter threshold P 0 adjusted to maintain a false-positive rate FP u = 0.12. The maximum sensitivity occurs for N* 2 = 2,000, S* = 0.44
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www.genome.org strongly regulated during the temporal progression of the calvaria primary cells. As with the C2C12 samples, all calvaria samples were hybridized in duplicate to the complete Affymetrix 35K mouse chip set, and a single, composite data set containing all of the expression data was assembled, resulting in 34,130 expression profiles of 5 time-points each. All expression values were expressed as ratios, relative to the first time point. The 34,130 expression profiles were then ranked according to the 2 statistic, thereby giving highest rank to profiles with the greatest variation across the five time points. It should be emphasized that the 2 statistic does not distinguish between up-or down-regulation, nor between early or late induction or repression, but is rather a global measure of variation during the time course.
Validation of Bone Class Members
The distribution relative to the global 2 ranking of the calvaria profiles, of the 44 Bone markers in the training set that were present after 2 filtering of the C2C12 data (N 2 = 2500), is shown in Figure 6a . The over-representation of these markers in the set of strongly regulated profiles is evident in the figure and statistically highly significant (C = 20, P rs = 6.4 ‫ן‬ 10 ‫22מ‬ ), however, these results were to be expected on the basis of the original choice of the markers as osteogenic, and can be said to only confirm the soundness of the choice. On the other hand, the distribution in the calvaria data of the 201 qualifiers classified as Bone by GENNC, (Fig. 6b) is also strongly nonuniform and statistically significant (C = 5.0, P ks = 10
‫94מ‬
) and was not expected a priori. In other words, a large fraction of the genes selected as relevant to osteogenesis solely on the basis of the nearest-neighbor classification, are found to be strongly regulated in the independent calvaria experiments. A more specific comparison of expression profiles is shown in Figure 7 for Cystatin C, an inhibitor of cysteine protease shown recently be expressed by osteoblasts and to inhibit bone resorption in vitro (Lerner et al. 1997; Candeliere et al. 1999) and periostin (also known as Osf-2) a 90-kD protein that is selectively expressed in osteoblasts and functions as a homophilic adhesion molecules in bone formation (Takeshita et al. 1993) . It is of interest to note that whereas periostin was selected by GENNC on the basis of a very strongly regulated profile in the C2C12 time courses, cystatin C was selected on the basis of a much more muted expression profile (Fig.7, cf. a and b) ; nonetheless, both genes display strong induction during the calvaria time course.
For the 176 genes assigned to Bone by the nearestneighbor classifier, a functional assignment based on annotation could be readily found for 78 (Supplementary Table 2 , available as an online assignment at www.genome.org), the remaining 98 genes corresponding to currently unannotated Affymetrix qualifier sequence. The potential relevance of the 78 annotated genes in the differentiation and maturation process and in the function of osteoblasts is highlighted by the fact that 19 of the 78 genes have been shown to play revelant roles in bone biology. Eight genes encode for matrix proteins, including ␣2 collagen type VI, osteonectin, CACP/megakaryocyte stimulating factor precursor, the small leucine-rich proteoglycans (SLRPs), biglycan, and fibromodulin, and the cell-surface heparan sulfate proteoglycans syndecan-1, Nsyndecan, and glypican. Fibromodulin and biglycan are known to be expressed at sites of cartilage and bone formation and interstitial tissue deposition (Wilda et al. 2000) and importantly, targeted disruption of the biglycan gene has been reported to lead to an osteoporosis-like phenotype in mice (Xu et al. 1998) . CACP is mutated in camptodactylyarthropathy-coxa vara-pericarditis syndrome (Marcelino et al. 1999) . Controlled expression of syndecans by cells of the osteoblast lineage has been suggested recently to play an important role in the regulation of osteoblastic proliferation and differentiation (Birch and Skerry 1999) . Two genes encode for proteins involved in adhesion and cell-cell contact, periostin (already mentioned above) and connexin 43. Periostin, previously called osteoblast-specific-factor-2 (Osf-2), plays a role in the recruitment and attachment of osteoblast precursors in the periosteum (Horiuchi et al. 1999) , and enhancement of connexin 43 expression has been shown to increase both proliferation and differentiation of osteoblasts (Gramsch et al. 2001) . Three genes encode for transcription factorrelated proteins, the homeobox transcription factor Prx2, the AP-1 family member fra-1, and Smad6. The role of Smad6 in osteoblast and chondroblast differentiation has been investigated recently by Fuji et al. (1999) . Interestingly, Prx-1 has been shown to function in cooperation with Prx-2 to maintain cell fates within the craniofacial mesenchyme (Lu et al. 1999) , and mice overexpressing fra-1 display an increased bone formation and osteosclerosis (Jochum et al. 2000) . Four genes encode secreted proteins including TGF-␤1, FISP-12/ CTGF, BMP-1, and cystatin C (already mentioned above). The role of TGF-␤1 in bone biology has been described largely (for review, see Centrella et al. 1994) . FISP-12 is capable of stimulating the proliferation and differentiation of osteoblasts in addition to chondrocytes and endothelial cells (Nishida et al. 2000) . The metalloproteinase BMP-1 has been suggested recently to influence matrix maturation during skeletogenesis (Reynolds 2000) . Concerning the cysteine proteinase inhibitor cystatin C, it has been reported that this protein is produced by osteoblasts and inhibits bone resorption (Lerner et al. 1997; Candeliere et al. 1999) . Our method also classified the prostaglandin E receptor and gluthatione peroxidase genes. Prostaglandin E2
Figure 6
Distribution in the 2 statistic of the Bone markers and of qualifiers assigned to Bone by GENNC using the C2C12 data set, relative to the expression data from the calvaria primary cell cultures. In each figure, a rank R of 1 denotes the most variable (significant) profile, a rank of 34,130 the least variable (least significant) profile. N indicates the cumulative number of markers found with rank below or equal to the rank R indicated on the abcissa. C denotes the profile concentration of the qualifiers (see text and equation 3 in Methods) and P ks the companion P value. The straight lines indicate the distributions expected if markers are positioned at random in the global population. (a) Distribution of the 44 Bone markers (from the training set); (b) distribution of the 201 qualifiers assigned to Bone by nearest-neighbor classification (N 2 = 2500, k = 2, and P 0 = 0.01).
has been reported to have multiple actions in the osteoblast, such as growth promotion and cell differentiation, and different Prostaglandin E receptor subtypes have been reported to be expressed in osteoblastic cells (Suda 1996) . Finally, it has been suggested that the expression of selenoproteins, like glutathione peroxidases, in osteoblasts may represent a new system of osteoblast antioxidative defense that may be relevant for the protection against hydrogen peroxide produced by osteoclasts during bone remodeling (Dreher 1998) . The relevance to bone biology of the other 59 annotated genes need to be studied further, but their expression association with bone-relevant genes suggests that they might play a role in the osteoblast function. Note, however, the existence of at least two obvious false positives (myosin heavy chain and myosin regulatory light chain), consistent with the finite false-positive rate of the classification, FP u = 0.12.
DISCUSSION
In connection with an experimental study of osteogenesis, we presented a new method for analyzing large-scale gene expression data, and for extracting sets of genes relevant to given classes of biological processes. This method, embodied in the computer program GENNC, is based on a supervised learning approach, the kNN method, coupled to a set of noisereduction algorithms. A central feature of the method is that it provides error estimates (sensitivity and false-positive rates), which allow for optimization of the classifier and which remove much of the arbitrariness of selection that is often present when one uses unsupervised methods.
GENNC was used to find genes in the osteogenic pathway of the C2C12 cells, and, in addition to 28 genes in the training set, classified a group of 176 genes (selected from an inititial data set containing 34,130 expression profiles) as belonging to the bone pathway. The estimated sensitivity was ∼42% ‫,)%5ע(‬ at a false-positive rate (fraction of spurious assignments) of 12% ‫.)%2ע(‬ As a means of biological crossvalidation, the expression of these genes was then analyzed in an independent, primary cell culture derived from mouse calvaria. Both a global, statistical analysis of the expression profiles of the genes in the calvaria, as well as a case-by-case, expert analysis of some of the candidates judged most interesting on the basis of annotation, supported the overall validity of the assignment (although ultimate validation of osteogenic relevance must necessarily come from more experimentation).
It should be noted that the experimental design focused on the effects of treatment and time, but did not explore the intrinsic biological variation between cell cultures; such a study would have been possible only if we had replicated all cell cultures at least once, which we did not. Although this situation may lead to spurious results, for instance, if one of the cell cultures displayed atypical behavior during its time course, we believe that we have two controlling factors; first, the existence of an externally determined set of relevant genes (the training set) gives global indications of success or failure in stimulating a given pathway; second, we have validated the selection of genes on the basis of the C2C12 data by examining their regulation in an independent biological assay (the calvaria primary cell culture). Of course, pending more available resources, biological replicates would have been a welcome addition to the experimental design.
Some additional comments can be made regarding the significance of the class assignments. First, the error estimates are only as good as the training set that is provided as input to the model; if, as is likely, the training set contains an overrepresentation of high expressor genes, estimates of sensitivity will tend to be overly optimistic. Second, the assignment of genes to a given class is based on coregulation with the markers of that class, but does not carry information about causal relationships within the class. Thus, assignment to a functional class is not a guarantee that a gene plays a central role in that class; the nature of that role can only be answered by additional domain knowledge or by additional, focused experiments.
Because the concept of the training set is very flexible, Finding Genes in the C2C12 Osteogenic Pathway
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www.genome.org the approach embodied by GENNC provides a way to identify gene targets associated with any set of physiologic or pathophysiologic events in which some expert knowledge is available beforehand to define an appropriate training set. Examples of training sets other than the one considered here might be entire metabolic pathways, or again, sets of oncogenes and tumor suppressors, perhaps divided into broad classes according to known association in different types of tumors. Work in progress on the GENNC classifier includes technical improvements such as developing methods for editing the training set (Ripley 1996) . However, it should be emphasized that the biological quality of the training set is essential for the relevance of the final results, and thus, is at least as important as any algorithmic detail of the method.
METHODS Cell Cultures and Chip Hybridizations
Total RNA samples were obtained from three C2C12 cell cultures (BMP-2 treated, 1 µg/mL, TGF-␤-treated, 2.5 ng/ml, and solvent-treated control, HCl 10 mM) by use of the RNAplus kit provided by Quantum, harvesting from each culture at six time points (4 h, 8 h, 1 d, 2 d, 3 d, and 4 d). For every resulting sample, labeled cRNA probes were then generated by reverse transcription followed by in vitro transcription (IVT) incorporating biotin labeling as part of the standard Affymetrix protocol. For each sample, the probes were then hybridized to the complete series of Affymetrix 35K mouse chips (Mu19KsubA, Mu19KsubB, Mu19KsubC, Mu11KsubA, and Mu11KsubB), with two identical chips (replicates) used for every type. Because of constraints on the timing of chip supply, replicate hybridizations did not always correspond to probe prepared from a unique IVT. After hybridization and staining, the chips were scanned by laser. The final data set consisted of a total of 180 scan files, each obtained by use of the Affymetrix GeneChip software, which, for each qualifier in the file, assigns an intensity that is a measure of the corresponding transcript abundance. The output files were further post-processed into a format, which, for each intensity, adds an estimate of the standard deviation of the noise (Theilhaber et al. 2001 ).
Data Assembly
A total of 120 scan files obtained from the BMP-2 and TGF-␤1-treated samples (and post-processed as mentioned above), arranged in order of the BMP-2 time course (6 time points, each in replicate, across 5 chips) and the TGF-␤1 time course (6 time points, each in replicate, across 5 chips) were concatenated together into a single file with replicates forming adjacent columns, and with the qualifiers of all 5 chips forming the rows. A similar concatenation was performed on the files obtained from the solvent-treated cell cultures. Replicate data were then combined by computing the average of the replicate intensities. The estimate of the standard deviation of the noise was also propagated. The final step in the data assembly consisted of obtaining for each qualifier the expression ratios of treated to solvent samples for all points in the time courses, which were obtained using both intensity and noise data through a Bayesian estimation algorithm (Theilhaber et al. 2001) .
Mathematical Details 2 Statistic and Expression Ratios
For a given qualifier, consider a double profile consisting of treated and control expression levels (intensities) for different sampling points, i = 1,2,. . .,m. The 2 statistic d 2 quantifying the overall change in the profile is defined as xi include both the effects of chip-to-chip variation and cross-hybridization, and are part of an underlying noise mode (Theilhaber et al. 2001) . The ratios R i ‫ف‬ y i /x i are separately estimated by use of a Bayesian estimation scheme (Theilhaber et al. 2001) . All intensities are given by the average difference measure of abundance, which is computed by the Affymetrix GeneChip (Lockhart et al. 1996) software algorithm. The average difference is a trimmed mean of the 20 paired differences of intensities, between the 20 perfect match and the 20 mismatch features representing a given qualifier on the chip.
The noise model underlying the variances used in equation 1 has been presented in Theilhaber et al. (2001) . Briefly, for a given intensity measurement , the estimated variance 2 x noise is written as the sum of two terms,
in which ␣ = 0.25 is a coefficient of variation, derived from a set of Affymetrix-specific development experiments, and in which 2 bc . is an intensity-independent variance unique to a given scan, and which simultaneously accounts for background and cross-hybridization effects.
In the specific application to the C2C12 data, m = 12 is the total number of points in each expression profile. The six values of y i for i = 1,2,. . . If, in equation 1, all intensity observations y i and x i were independent, and the noise model and its estimates of variance 2 yi and 2 xi were exact, then the sampling distribution of d 2 under the assumption of no significant difference between the profiles in x i and y i would be 2 with m degrees of freedom. In the present situation, these assumptions are not valid, because there is time dependence between successive observations, and the variances 2 yi and 2 xi are meant to be approximations only (Theilhaber et al. 2001) , so that d 2 cannot be used directly in a significance test on the basis of a 2 distribution. Nonetheless, d
2 is very useful as a ranking statistic, and it is used to filter profiles as a pre-processing step for the nearest-neighbor classifier, as described in the main text. The rank threshold for accepting profiles is then determined, not from an absolute significance test, but so as to optimize sensitivity of detection of a given class.
Concentration Measure
The over-representation among most highly regulated profiles of the members of a test data set in a globally ranked data set can be quantified by a concentration measure C p , defined by
in which p is a fixed percentile in the test data set (starting from the top of the ranked list), and in which p global is the percentile in the global data set of the element with percentile p in the test data set. The choice of p depends on whether one wishes to emphasize the top of the test data distribution (p → 0) or the entire test data distribution (p → 1). In this study, we set p = 0.5, and define C ≡ C 0.5 .
The Sym Transformation
By the Sym transformation, up or down fold-changes are symmetrically transformed into values R ' by the formula
Although a logarithmic transformation can also be used to perform a symmetric transformation, the Sym transformation has the advantage of not squashing the dynamic range for large or small fold changes.
Randomization Test For Correlation Coefficients
In the Correlation Filter, for each qualifier that is to be classified, the Pearson correlation coefficients between its profile (called the query profile) and all of the markers in the training set are calculated, and the maximum r max of all of these values is then recorded. To assign a statistical significance to this value, a randomization test is then performed (Sprent 1998) ; this is done by randomly permuting the values in the query profile N per times, each time recomputing the Pearson correlation coefficients with all of the training set markers, and recording the resulting maximum, r* max . The histogram of r* max is then the basis for defining a P value , which is defined as the fraction of times, out of the N per randomized samplings, for which r* max > r max . The parameter N per specifying the number of random permutations is adjustable, but is determined chiefly by the necessity to adequately sample a large subset of all possible permutations, and should also satisfy N per >> 1/ P min , in which P min is the smallest P value one wishes to resolve. In this study, we have used N per = 10,000.
Estimate of Error Rates By Cross-validation
To estimate the effect of the background qualifiers (unknown qualifiers not belonging to any of the classes represented in the training set) on the false-positive rate for classification into a specific class (say for Bone), we make two approximations. We first note that when the Correlation Filter is applied to a total of N 0 instances ( the number of blank qualifiers after 2 Filtering), at a given P value threshold P 0 , we expect about P 0 · N 0 spurious instances to be accepted. As a second approximation, we assume a worst-case scenario under the Assignment step, in which all of the spurious instances are classified into Bone. Let the actual number of blank qualifiers classified into Bone by GENNC be N B . We can estimate an upper bound N FPU for the total number N FP of false positives,
by adding the expected number of misclassifications from the known classes to those from the background qualifiers, which reside in classes unknown to the training set,
in which FP cv is obtained by the LCV procedure (Ripley 1996) . Note that according to equation 6, NF PU will necessarily be larger than N B as P 0 → 1 (because N 0 Ն N B , since the N B Boneclassified qualifiers are chosen from the N 0 blank qualifiers), reflecting the crude nature of the estimate. When this occurs, we simply set N FPU = N B . In turn, by dividing equation 6 by N B , an upper bound FP u on the total false-positive rate FP for selecting bone markers can be derived,
In equation 7 both FP cv and N B are numerically determined, and given in the GENNC output, N 0 is the number of blank qualifiers after 2 filtering, and P 0 is the significance threshold for the Correlation Filter, specified as input by the user.
